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Abstract: Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are the porous, crystalline structures made of metal–ligands and organic linkers that have applications in gas storage, gas separation, and catalysis. Several experimental and computational tools have been developed over the past decade to investigate the performance of MOFs for such applications. However, the experimental synthesis of MOFs is still empirical and requires trial and error to produce desired structures, which is due to a limited understanding of the mechanism and factors affecting the crystallization of MOFs. Here, we show for the first time a comprehensive kinetic model coupled with population balance model to elucidate the mechanism of MOF synthesis and to estimate size distribution of MOFs growing in a solution of metal–ligand and organic linker. The oligomerization reactions involving metal–ligand and organic linker produce secondary building units (SBUs), which then aggregate slowly to yield MOFs. The formation of secondary building units (SBUs) and their evolution into MOFs are modeled using detailed kinetic rate equations and population balance equations, respectively. The effect of rate constants, aggregation frequency, the concentration of organic linkers, and concurrent crystallization of organic linkers are studied on the dynamics of SBU and MOF formation. The results qualitatively explain the longer timescales involved in the synthesis of MOF. The fundamental insights gained from modeling and simulation analysis can be used to optimize the operating conditions for a higher yield of MOF crystals.
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1. Introduction

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have shown many potential applications in areas such as gas storage, capture and adsorption, and membrane separations [1–3]. The crystal symmetry arising due to the ordered binding of the organic linker with the metal–ligand results in highly porous structures. The synthesis of MOF was first reported with a solvothermal process which is a solution crystallization method at elevated temperatures [4]. Since then the synthesis methods have evolved into techniques such as electrochemical synthesis, microwave-assisted synthesis, template crystallization, and atomic layer deposition, where temperature and concentration of secondary building units (SBUs) play a vital role in the yield and growth of MOF [5]. SBU is an intermediate oligomer formed by the reaction of organic linkers and metal–ligands which repeats itself to form a MOF-like structure.

The complex reaction scheme of SBU synthesis and their aggregation during the crystallization process makes mechanistic understanding of the MOF synthesis a challenging task [6]. The approaches to understanding the mechanism of MOF synthesis are mostly limited to experimental studies [7–10]. The computational approaches are aimed primarily towards the understanding of processes involving MOFs such as gas adsorption and catalytic reactions [11–14]. Very few computational studies focus on kinetic modeling of MOF synthesis, which do not consider key physical processes such as
The crystallizer initially consists of 1,3,5-benzene tricarboxylic acid (BTC), copper nitrate (Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$) was considered as a model material in this study because of the availability of extensive experimental data. The organic linkers usually have very low solubilities in aqueous solvents, their concentration is typically maintained below the saturation limit during MOF synthesis to avoid concurrent crystallization of linkers. Such limitations on the concentration of organic linker result in a lower yield of MOF. In general, the experimental studies have shown that the yield of MOF increases at higher concentration of organic linkers and temperatures [9]. To further reveal the effect of higher concentration of organic linkers, we allow the concurrent crystallization of organic linkers during MOF synthesis. We also sweep the rate parameters of oligomerization and crystallization kinetics to quantify their effect on the yield of MOFs under different possible temperatures and operating conditions.

Figure 1 shows a possible mechanism of the synthesis of copper trimesate (HKUST-1) MOF. The SBU of HKUST-1 is made of benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (BTC) and copper ions. HKUST-1 was considered as a model material in this study because of the availability of extensive experimental data for the synthesis of HKUST-1 [7,15,18]. It is commonly synthesized at elevated temperatures in ethanol/water solutions containing metal salts, such as copper nitrate, and organic linkers, such as BTC. Section 2 describes the models and assumptions used to study the formation of SBUs, with and without concurrent crystallization of organic linker, and evolution of SBUs into MOF-like structures. The section also includes the ranges of parameters evaluated. In Section 3, we present and discuss the effect of different sets of parameters on the yield of MOF in terms of average molecular weight over a period of time. Section 4 provides conclusions and insights obtained from the analysis as well as guidelines to improve the yield of MOFs.
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**Figure 1.** Schematic describing the mechanism and modeling approach for the synthesis of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs). In the case of copper trimesate (HKUST-1) MOF, the formation of secondary building units (SBUs) is modeled using kinetic rate equations and the resulting steady-state distribution is supplied as an initial condition to the aggregation-based population balance equations to obtain the distribution of MOFs.

2. Methods

A constant-volume batch crystallizer for the synthesis of MOFs is simulated by considering three simultaneous physical processes, namely oligomerization reaction for the synthesis of SBUs, concurrent crystallization of BTC, and aggregation of SBUs to produce MOFs. The solution inside the batch crystallizer initially consists of 1,3,5-benzene tricarboxylic acid (BTC), copper nitrate (Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$) and...
water. The solubilities of BTC (0.0084 mol L\(^{-1}\)) and copper nitrate (7.2348 mol L\(^{-1}\)) at 298.15 K are obtained from published experimental studies [19]. Since the solubility of copper nitrate is significantly higher than BTC, the concentration of BTC governs the yield of MOFs and the copper ions can be assumed as an excess reagent.

2.1. Formation of Secondary Building Units for MOF Production

The initial stage of MOF synthesis is the formation of SBUs and is studied with the following system of reactions [15].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BTC} &+ 2\text{Cu}^{2+} + 3\text{BTC} \xrightarrow{k} P_1, \\
P_1 &+ 2\text{Cu}^{2+} + 3\text{BTC} \xrightarrow{k} P_2, \\
P_n &+ 2\text{Cu}^{2+} + 3\text{BTC} \xrightarrow{k} P_{n+1},
\end{align*}
\]

where \(n\) [unit: #] denotes the number of SBUs in the oligomer \(P_n\), and \(k\) [units: L\(^3\) mol\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\)] is the reaction rate constant. This reaction scheme is similar to chain polymerization where the rate constant for the addition of new repeating unit is assumed to be independent of the number of repeating units in \(P_i\) and hence the rate constant of each reaction is identical [20]. The continuity equations for constant volume reactor are given below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d[P_1]}{dt} &= -k[\text{BTC}]^3 [P_1] + k[\text{BTC}]^3 [\text{BTC}] \\
\frac{d[P_n]}{dt} &= -k[\text{BTC}]^3 ([P_n] - [P_{n-1}]) \\
\frac{d[\text{BTC}]}{dt} &= -k[\text{BTC}]^3 \sum_{i=1}^{n} [P_i]
\end{align*}
\]

The \((n + 1)\) coupled ordinary differential equations are solved for \((n + 1)\) unknowns as follows.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d[P_1]}{dt} \\
\vdots \\
\frac{d[P_n]}{dt} \\
\frac{d[\text{BTC}]}{dt}
\end{bmatrix} = -k[\text{BTC}]^3 \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & -1 \\
-1 & 1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
0 & -1 & 1 & 0 & \ldots \\
0 & 0 & \ldots & -1 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 1 & \ldots & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
[P_1] \\
[P_2] \\
\vdots \\
[P_n] \\
[\text{BTC}]
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \([P_n]\) [units: mol L\(^{-1}\)] is the concentration of oligomer \(P_n\) and \([\text{BTC}]\) [units: mol L\(^{-1}\)] is the concentration of BTC. The system was solved for \(n = 20\), as the concentrations of SBUs for \(n > 20\) was negligible for the range of parameters studied. The solution of continuity equations provides the molar concentration of oligomers \(P_i\) of SBU which are structurally similar and have different molecular weights. The number of repeating units \(n\) is converted to the molecular weight \(x\) [units: g mol\(^{-1}\)] of oligomer \(P_1\) which is obtained by summing the molecular weights of all BTC molecules and copper atoms in the oligomer. The concentration distribution \(P_n(x, t)\) is then converted into a density distribution \(P(x, t)\) [units: mol m\(^3\) L\(^{-1}\) g\(^{-1}\)] using a smoothened cumulative concentration distribution \(F(x, t) = \sum_0^x P_n(x, t)\) as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial F(x, t)}{\partial x} = P(x, t)
\]
Here, the molecular weight of the SBU oligomer is directly proportional to its size. The density distribution \( P(x, t) \) can be normalized using the total concentration of SBUs \( N_0 \) [units: \( \text{mol L}^{-1} \)] such that

\[
P(x, t) = N_0 g(x, t), \quad \text{where} \quad \int_0^\infty g(x, t) dx = 1
\]  

(5)

The average molecular weight of MOFs can be now obtained as

\[
\langle x(t) \rangle = \int_0^\infty x g(x, t) dx
\]  

(6)

Equation (4) gives the size distribution of SBUs as a function of molecular weight of SBUs. Equation (5) normalizes the size distribution \( g(x) \) [units: \( \text{mol g}^{-1} \)] and Equation (6) gives \( \langle x(t) \rangle \), the average molecular weight as a function of time. The average molecular weight of HKUST-1 MOFs can also be related to the size, as they have octahedron morphology.

### 2.2. Concurrent Crystallization of BTC

The organic linker-BTC can also crystallize to form a needle-like (parallelepiped) crystals when the solution is supersaturated [21]. This size and morphology evolution of BTC crystals can be modeled using population balances [22–26] and measured using experimental tools [27,28]. The morphology of BTC can be described using \( h \)-vectors (see Supplementary Information) assuming a constant aspect ratio of 10 between \( h_2 \) [units: \( \text{m} \)] and \( h_3 \) [units: \( \text{m} \)]. The one-dimensional population balance equation for number density, written in terms of the longest length of needle-like morphology, is given as [29]

\[
\frac{\partial n}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (Gn)}{\partial h_3} = 0
\]  

(7)

subject to the initial condition

\[
n(h_3, 0) = 0
\]

and boundary condition corresponding to nucleation and growth of zero size nucleus.

\[
n(0, t) = \frac{N(0, t)}{G(t)}
\]

The solution can be obtained using the method of characteristics.

\[
n(Gl, t) = \frac{N(t)}{G(t)}
\]  

(8)

where \( n \) [units: \( \# \text{m}^{-4} \)] is the number density, \( G \) [units: \( \text{m s}^{-1} \)] is the growth rate, and \( \dot{N} \) [units: \( \# \text{m}^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} \)] is the nucleation rate.

Equation (8) is evaluated only at supersaturated conditions. For undersaturated conditions, the BTC crystals dissolve and the dissolution rate is assumed to have the same functional dependence on undersaturation as of growth rate on supersaturation. The nucleation and growth rates kernels are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Processes affecting the kinetics of MOF synthesis, their constitutive equations, list of parameters involved, and the ranges of the parameters evaluated in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Ranges</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturation (in terms of BTC concentration)</td>
<td>( \sigma = \frac{<a href="t">\text{BTC}</a>}{[\text{BTC}]_{\text{sat}}} )</td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>0 – 1.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleation</td>
<td>( N_i = a_n(\sigma - 1)^{b_n} )</td>
<td>( a_n ), ( b_n )</td>
<td>( 10^6 – 10^{12} ), 1.8</td>
<td>( \text{# m}^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>( G = a_g(\sigma - 1)^{b_g} )</td>
<td>( a_g ), ( b_g )</td>
<td>( 10^{-8} – 10^{-6} ), 2</td>
<td>m s(^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligomerization Reaction</td>
<td>( \frac{dp}{dt} = -k[\text{BTC}]^3 Ap )</td>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>50 – 5000</td>
<td>L(^3) mol(^{-3})s(^{-1} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Effect of Parameters

The change in the average molecular weight of SBU oligomers is studied with and without concurrent crystallization of BTC. The formation of SBU oligomers is influenced by the concentration of BTC, which in turn is affected by concurrent crystallization of BTC. The kinetics of these simultaneous processes are studied by varying the parameters given below in Table 1. The ranges of parameters were chosen to keep the values relevant to the corresponding experimental studies [15].

The vector \( \mathbf{p} \) and matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) are as shown in Equation (3). The BTC is depleted from solution due to concurrent crystallization and the formation of SBU oligomers. The BTC consumed due to oligomerization is calculated by \((n + 1)^{th}\) rate equation as depicted in Equation (2). The BTC consumed due to crystallization is calculated as

\[
s(t) = \frac{[\text{BTC}](t)}{[\text{BTC}]_{\text{sat}}} = \frac{[\text{BTC}]_{\text{ini}}}{[\text{BTC}]_{\text{sat}}} - \frac{\rho}{[\text{BTC}]_{\text{sat}} m_w} \int_0^{h_2} n(h', t) v(h', t) dh',
\]

(9)

where \([\text{BTC}]_{\text{ini}}\) is the initial concentration of BTC, \(\rho\) [units: g L\(^{-1}\)] is the density of BTC crystal, and \(m_w\) [units: g mol\(^{-1}\)] is the molecular weight of BTC, \(h_2\) is the length of second h-vector at the time \(t\), and \(v(h, t)\) is the volume [units: m\(^3\)] of crystal at a time \(t\). The integral term in the RHS of Equation (10) becomes positive for an undersaturated solution until all of the BTC in the crystal is dissolved. For the sake of completeness, the modified \((n + 1)^{th}\) rate equation considering the crystallization or dissolution of BTC as well as oligomerization reaction is given below.

\[
\frac{d[\text{BTC}]}{dt} = -k[\text{BTC}]^3 \sum_{i=1}^{n} [P_i] - \frac{\rho}{m_w} \int_0^{h_2} \frac{\partial (n(h', t)V(h', t))}{\partial t} dh'
\]

(11)

Equation (3) was solved at each time-step with built-in ODE solver (ode45) of MATLAB software and Equation (8) was evaluated simultaneously. At the time \(t = 0\), the system of equations described in Equation (3) was solved with an initial concentration of BTC in the system. The BTC concentration at following time-steps is guessed based on the BTC depleted due to reaction and crystallization at previous times and the new solution was allowed to converge until the relative error between the previous and new concentration of BTC achieved a threshold of \(10^{-6}\).

2.4. Modeling of MOF Synthesis Using Aggregation-Based Population Balance Equation

Since the aggregation of SBUs is much slower than the synthesis step, a steady-state distribution of SBUs can be assumed before the initiation of aggregation that is captured using aggregation-based population balance model. The frequency of attachment is assumed to be constant and hence independent of size. A generalized model is provided in the Supporting Information that includes
simultaneous oligomerization, crystallization, and aggregation with the most general form of rate kernels. The population balance equations are described below.

\[
\frac{\partial P(x,t)}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^x a_f(x-x',x') P(x-x',t) P(x',t) dx' - P(x,t) \int_0^\infty a_f(x,x') P(x',t) dx' \tag{12}
\]

Subject to the initial condition,

\[P(x,0) = N_0 g(x),\]

where \(a_f(x,t)\) is the attachment frequency of particles of size \(x\) at the time \(t\). Here, we assume \(a_f(x,t) = a_0\). Normalizing \(P(x,t)\) with \(N_0\), and using dimensionless time \(\tau = a_0 N_0 t\), followed by taking Laplace transform of Equation (12), results in the non-linear ordinary differential equation.

\[
\frac{\partial \overline{P}(s,\tau)}{\partial \tau} = \frac{1}{2} \overline{P}^2 - v(\tau) \overline{P} \tag{13}
\]

Subject to the initial condition

\[\overline{P}(s,0) = \overline{g}(s),\]

where \(v(\tau)\) is the solution of the differential equation

\[
\frac{dv(\tau)}{d\tau} = -\frac{1}{2} v^2, \tag{14}
\]

with the initial condition,

\[v(0) = \overline{g}(0) = \overline{P}(0,0)\]

The inverse Laplace transform of the solution of Equation (13) provides the time-dependent distribution of MOF-like structure obtained from the aggregation of the initial distribution of SBUs. Equation (13) is solved until the peak value of the average molecular weight is achieved. When the normalized size distributions \(g(x)\) of the SBUs has an exponential form, the inverse Laplace transform is given as,

\[P(x,\tau) = \frac{4ab^2 \exp\left(\frac{2b^2 x}{2b - a\tau}\right)}{(2b - a\tau)^2}, \tag{15}\]

where \(a\) and \(b\) are the fitting parameters of the initial exponential distribution of SBUs

\[g(x) = a \exp(bx) \tag{16}\]

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the change in the average molecular weight of oligomers for different values of rate constants in the absence of BTC crystallization as the initial concentrations are below the saturation limit. The steady-state concentration of oligomers of SBUs at the moderate value of the rate constant of \(k = 500\) and at high initial saturation of \(\sigma = 1.0\) is shown in Figure 2a. The steady-state distribution of SBU oligomers follows an exponential distribution, where the majority of oligomers are of size \(n < 10\). Figure 2b–d show the transient evolution of the average molecular weight of SBU oligomers for the reaction rate constants of \(k = 50, 500, 1000,\) and \(5000 \text{ L}^3 \text{ mol}^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}\), and the initial saturation ratios of 0.2, 0.5, and 1. The time required to reach the steady-state increases with decreasing the rate constants or decreasing temperature. The yield of oligomers of SBUs increases with increasing the saturation ratios of BTC. Since the metal–ligand is in excess, the yield of SBUs is primarily affected by the concentration of BTC.
1.2 to 1.5 increases the BTC crystallization by almost an order of magnitude, which reduces the initial supersaturation, which decreases with the increasing rate of crystallization. Increasing the initial supersaturation from the required to produce SBUs increases with increasing the initial supersaturation. Therefore, the initial rates of synthesis of SBU oligomers while the total yield of oligomers increases. Moreover, the time required to produce SBUs increases with increasing the initial supersaturation. Therefore, the initial supersaturation can be controlled to optimize the rate of formation of SBU oligomers and thereby yield of MOFs. Furthermore, it can be noted that the kinetics of crystallization does not significantly affect the yield of SBU oligomers but only affect the available concentration of BTC at initial times. Hence, the effect of varying crystallization parameters is not shown here. Increasing the reaction rate constant increases the rate of depletion of supersaturation and hence decreases the rate of BTC crystallization. The time required to attain steady-state decreases with increasing the reaction rate constant. The reaction rate constants can be controlled by varying temperature to improve the rate of SBU oligomer synthesis.

Figure 2. Change in average molecular weight of SBU oligomers as a function of time for different values of oligomerization rate constants. (a) Steady-state distribution of oligomers of SBUs at $k = 500$ and initial saturation ratio of 1. The transient evolution of average molecular weight for initial saturation ratios of (b) 0.2, (c) 0.5, and (d) 1.

Figure 3 shows the effect of reaction rate constants on the simultaneous synthesis of SBU oligomers and BTC crystals when initial saturation ratios are >1. The lower portions of Figure 3a ($\sigma = 1.2$) and Figure 3b ($\sigma = 1.5$) show that the concentration of BTC crystals increases initially due to nucleation and growth and then decreases due to dissolution, whereas the upper portions show a continuous increase in the average molecular weight of SBU oligomers. The supersaturation of BTC in solution decreases as BTCs are consumed via the reaction to produce SBU oligomers and crystallization to produce BTC crystals. The rate of BTC crystallization decreases with decreasing supersaturation and reaches a plateau when the saturation ratio is 1. The continuous reaction of BTC to produce SBU oligomers causes saturation ratio to decrease below 1, which create undersaturation for BTC crystals to dissolve. The rate of synthesis of SBU oligomers depends on the available concentration of BTC in the solution, which decreases with the increasing rate of crystallization. Increasing the initial supersaturation from 1.2 to 1.5 increases the BTC crystallization by almost an order of magnitude, which reduces the initial rates of synthesis of SBU oligomers while the total yield of oligomers increases. Moreover, the time required to produce SBUs increases with increasing the initial supersaturation. Therefore, the initial supersaturation can be controlled to optimize the rate of formation of SBU oligomers and thereby yield of MOFs. Furthermore, it can be noted that the kinetics of crystallization does not significantly affect the yield of SBU oligomers but only affect the available concentration of BTC at initial times. Hence, the effect of varying crystallization parameters is not shown here. Increasing the reaction rate constant increases the rate of depletion of supersaturation and hence decreases the rate of BTC crystallization. The time required to attain steady-state decreases with increasing the reaction rate constant. The reaction rate constants can be controlled by varying temperature to improve the rate of SBU oligomer synthesis.
with increasing initial supersaturations, whereas it increases rapidly with increasing the reaction rate.
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Figure 3. Effect of concurrent crystallization of benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (BTC) on the formation of SBU oligomers as a function of time for initial supersaturation ratios of (a) 1.2 and (b) 1.5. The lower portion in both figures shows the concentration of BTC in the crystal phase. The upper portion shows the average molecular weight of SBU oligomers.

Figure 4 shows the steady-state average molecular weight of SBU oligomers as a function of initial supersaturation and oligomerization rate constants. The yield of SBU oligomers increases linearly with increasing initial supersaturations, whereas it increases rapidly with increasing the reaction rate constant. The steady-state values of the average molecular weight of SBU oligomers with concurrent crystallization of BTC are significantly higher than in the case without concurrent crystallization depicted in Figure 2. Conversely, the concurrent crystallization of BTC delays the synthesis of SBUs and might pose an issue in the downstream separation of MOFs from BTC crystal suspension.

Figure 4. Steady-state distribution of the average molecular weight of SBU oligomers as a function of initial supersaturation ratio and oligomerization rate constant.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the average molecular weight of HKUST-1 MOF due to the aggregation of SBUs at a constant frequency. Figure 5a shows the distribution of molecular weights of MOFs at different dimensionless times. It can be seen that the SBUs of lower molecular weights is aggregating to produce MOFs of higher molecular weights as time increases. In this case, the aggregation frequency is assumed to be constant for attachment which results in the decaying
exponential distribution with increasing dimensionless time. The size-dependent aggregation frequency will result in more realistic Gaussian-like distribution at higher times. Figure 5b shows the change in average molecular weight as a function of dimensionless time. The effect of aggregation kinetics on the average molecular weight can also be obtained from the dimensionless time in Figure 5b.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** Evolution of the molecular weight of HKUST-1 MOF due to the aggregation of SBU oligomers at a constant frequency of attachment. (a) Concentration distribution of the molecular weight of MOF at low and high dimensionless times. (b) Transient evolution of the average molecular weight of MOFs.

4. Conclusions

A comprehensive model is developed to simulate the synthesis of SBU oligomers and growth of MOFs while accounting for concurrent crystallization of organic linker. The model provides insights into the mechanism of MOF crystallization which involves the synthesis of SBU oligomers of lower molecular weights followed by their aggregation to produce MOFs of higher molecular weight. While the kinetics of oligomerization and aggregation have the highest impact on the rate of MOF synthesis, the initial supersaturation of organic linkers affected the yield of MOFs. The SBU oligomers are the precursors to MOF synthesis, which can be increased by using a higher initial concentration of BTC. When the initial concentration is higher than the saturation limit, the BTC crystallization can cause an initial lag in the growth of SBU oligomers delaying the steady-state. However, as the supersaturation depletes, the dissolution of BTC crystals can boost the overall yield of SBU oligomers and hence the yield of MOF. Since the solubility of metal–ligands is much higher than the organic linkers, the concentration of organic linkers often limits the yield of MOFs. The effect of higher rate constants is to reduce the time required to produce MOFs; however, the higher BTC concentration increases the concentration of SBUs available for the synthesis of MOFs. Sweeping the values of reaction rate constant also provides an insight into how temperature can affect the overall synthesis of MOFs. It can be inferred that temperature determines how fast the production of MOF occurs while the saturation ratio determines the yield of MOF. The aggregation kinetics even with the assumption of the constant frequency of attachment captures the physics of aggregation of SBUs to form MOF-like structures. A generalized comprehensive model is also developed that accounts for different oligomerization mechanisms, simultaneous oligomerization, and aggregation, and general rate kernels to facilitate mechanistic understanding of the synthesis of different MOFs.

The timescale of crystallization is much smaller than the production of MOF and hence experimental approaches can be designed to operate at a supersaturated concentration of organic linkers and increased residence time to obtain the highest possible yield of MOF, unlike traditional solvothermal approaches. At the same time, an increase in the temperature would reduce the time for the formation of SBUs leading to the faster synthesis of MOFs.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2227-9717/7/8/527/s1.
Figure S1: Supersaturation depletion as a function of time for different rate constants and different initial saturation ratios in case of no concurrent crystallization. Figure S2: Supersaturation depletion as a function of time for different rate constants and different initial saturation ratios in case of concurrent crystallization. Figure S3: Needle-like morphology of BTC crystals with $h$-vectors. Section S3: General model considering simultaneous oligomerization, crystallization of linkers, and aggregation of oligomers.
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